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ABSTRACT:

KEYWORDS

Data and Communication Technolo 
gies (ICTs) assume a noteworthy 
part in making a better than ever 
display of showing and learning. An 
extraordinary number of studies 
have been directed to analyze the 
upsides of incorpora ting ICT in 
dialect instruction when all is said in 
done and English as a Second 
Language (ESL) showing and 
learning specifically. Then again, 
there is a requirement for more 
studies on the hindrances of 
utilizing ICT as a part of dialect 

instruction. This study means to recognize both points of interest and hindrances of utilizing ICT as a 
part of showing ESL perusing and composing. To accomplish the point of the study, an aggregate of 23 
optional school English educators were met. The educators were sober-mindedly and purposively 
chose from three distinct territories of Malaysia, 7 educators from AlorSetar, 8 educators from Tawau 
and 8 instructors from Johor Bahru, individually. This study is a subjective research in nature in light of 
the fact that a semi-organized meeting was utilized to analyze the instructors' view of advantages and 
disadvantages of utilizing ICT as a part of showing ESL perusing and composing. The discoveries of the 
study uncovered that pulling in understudies' consideration, encouraging understudies' learning 
procedure, serving to enhance understudies' vocabulary information and advancing important 
learning were viewed as the most essential focal points of utilizing ICT as a part of instructing ESL 
perusing and composing. Also, inconveniences discovered incorporated the trouble in classroom 
control and understudies' diversion and also their propensity to utilize short structures in composing 
undertakings. The discoveries of the study are wanted to give the instructors and policymakers with a 
superior and more exact picture of points of interest and hindrances of utilizing ICT apparatuses as a 
part of ESL showing and learning settings.

ICT in education, disadvantages of ICT, limitations of ICT, cons of ICT in education.
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LIMITATIONS OF ICT IN EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION :

The advantages of coordinating ICT in the classroom 

As an instructor, we must depend on techniques that must be utilized to incorporate the tics in 
the classroom. We must change our method for showing in light of a few sorts of innovative gadgets. To 
empower understudies to get by in all zones where they require ICT, it is important to advise them 
about these mechanical instruments. Today, most youthful youngsters are utilizing. It is vital to pull in 
light of a legitimate concern for understudies from different wellsprings of dependable and sorted out. 
Learners, from the utilization of innovation, will have the capacity to express their inventiveness.

Understudies may turn out to be excessively dependent on PCs and not learn different abilities 
sufficiently altogether. So for instance, they may utilize the PC to do some numerical exercises as 
opposed to learning and comprehension themselves. They may have the capacity to get a decent 
result, yet not so much realize what it implies. Understudies may not completely take part in 
exploration and trials, but rather utilize web search tools for assets. Manual exploration, such as going 
into libraries, and talking straightforwardly to individuals is regularly better and helps understudies pick 
up a superior comprehension of the data they are getting. 

Another critical disadvantage to utilizing ICT as a part of schools is the way that PCs are costly. As 
you most likely are aware ICT things are extremely lavish and even in the wake of obtaining them they 
have support issues. This may be seen as something to be thankful for by my rivals yet then again there 
will be minimal expenditure left over for other noteworthy expenses. 

I.C.T innovation has given access to harming data through different sites that host dangerous 
and improper substance. Infections can get through the web harming the documents in your processer.

Today, numerous accept that innovation enhances extensively and that is the reason, I assume 
we should, as a future grade teachers, to know the method of operation thereof. This reality moves us 
more, on the grounds that educators adjust their adapting in connection to instructive innovation. We 
should, as quickly as time permits, to face this reality. Indeed, even today, we can see that a few 
instructors do exclude little or for all intents and purposes no ICT in their educating. The explanation 
behind which they don't utilize them, is perhaps in light of the fact that they don't yet see the quality. 
That is the reason the organization ought to give new markers to better comprehend the future era. 

The PC permits understudies to have admittance to more complete wellsprings of data. They 
learn essential abilities identified with data recovery. In class, the educator and the manual are by all 
account not the only wellsprings of data. A few decisions are accessible to them. Besides, the mix of tics 
in the classroom can permit us, as a future instructor, to educate understudies and to mingle more as 
for sites. 

There are numerous preferences to coordinate data innovation into the classroom. The 
consistent advancement of these permits us to consider alternatives for future grade teachers. 
Obviously, one must claim and know the utilization that we can do in the classroom since have refined 
apparatuses. It is crucial to make great use in our classes, in light of the fact that the advancements are 
the cutting edge. Teach and mingle understudies, is it not the essential mission of the school? I suspect 
as much, and that is the reason I concur with the coordination of these devices in schools. Besides, the 
utilization of ICT has had numerous effects on understudies. As indicated by specialists, they enhance 
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the inspiration and the delight of gaining from a few things they know well. 
Also, data innovation and correspondence can abuse the sites that are available to all. I think 

understudies appreciate realizing from what intrigues them and that is the reason they come to better 
comprehend what is clarified by the educator. Access to wellsprings of data helps the learner to 
understand their potential for learning and making. This is favorable position of innovation 
coordination in classrooms. 

As indicated by scientists, self-regard can play for understudies since a large portion of them 
know the innovations accessible to them and they find themselves able to comprehend the 
clarifications and how to utilize it . The data innovation and relational abilities help around there and in 
addition information in every subject and control. 

Undoubtedly, ICTs can help to create aptitudes to work in coordinated effort and information 
preparing. As a rule, educators support collaboration as it permits understudies to better see one 
another. Consequently, they talk together and build up shared conviction. 

Second, access to wellsprings of data permits learners to create meta subjective aptitudes. The 
learner needs to propel its mechanical devices. Utilizing these abilities, the educator sets up innovative 
exercises that help them work better on the PC. 

At last, a few studies reveal to us that, ICTs advance expanded understudy accomplishment in 
light of the fact that this instrument permits them to advance at their pace and needs. With the 
assistance of access to wellsprings of data, learners are additionally ready to overhaul their learning 
potential and imagination. 

As per Ms. Odette, if an instructor needs to correspond with understudies, it is crucial to have a 
method for correspondence. For this, the PC is a decent approach to pass on a message. We should, as a 
matter of first importance, make known not to wind up specialists in this field. We must guide them in 
their learning. By cons, we must understand that youngsters are conceived with innovation and it is not 
phenomenal for an understudy or a few understudies exceed expectations around there which is the 
technologies. The expansion, the incorporation of ICT in classes takes into consideration a "snappy and 
financial to the most assorted learning on an extensive variety of points and subjects" (El Jarrad, 1996). 
It is fundamental to realize that few wellsprings of data accessible to us and they can be printed and 
made accessible to more learners.

The coordination of ICT in classrooms can likewise bring weaknesses. Educators may experience 
issues in connection to the mix thereof. They ask some preparation. Celle must be solid so youngsters 
don't utilize innovation for purposes other than instruction and learning. The educator must have 
control at all times on the route of understudies amid school hours. It can make them comprehend that 
all sites are not dependable or adequate. So, understudies need to improve utilization. 

What's more, specialists accept that when incorporating ICT, kids who have admittance to this 
data, are more inclined to disconnect themselves from whatever remains of the gathering since they 
can scarcely play when youngsters are group. At the point when composing on the PC, it cannot be two 
individuals on the double. Consequently, the joining of innovation has its cutoff points. 

In a few schools, one PC is accessible in their class or they have a room that is exceptionally 
intended to suit understudies and access to ICT. This room, by cons, must be occupied by instructors to 

The drawbacks of coordinating ICT in the classroom 
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have admittance. This requirement does not help in the advancement of data innovation and 
correspondence. The expenses of acquiring new advancements can be an imperative against the 
utilization of it. 

To finish up, I firmly accept that the mix of instructive innovation and correspondence is a 
decent approach to pull in light of a legitimate concern for youthful understudies. With a wide range of 
devices, we have the capacity to control what youngsters are doing however we must keep a consistent 
look for it doesn't utilize their innovative device improperly amid school hours. There, with the 
consistent development of these, the preferences and detriments to utilizing them. We must even now, 
as an educator of essential training at all times on new innovation contrasted with what's coming later 
on era as it is here. At long last, would it fit not to incorporate them in the course?

Data and correspondence innovations (ICTs) spread an extensive variety of advances. ICTs 
allude to mechanical instruments and assets which are utilized to convey, make, scatter and oversee 
data (Thierer, 2001; Nordin, Embi&Yunus, 2009; Nordin et al., 2010). These innovations incorporate 
radio, TV, PCs, Internet, informal organizations and so forth. In the most recent decade, there has been 
a developing enthusiasm for utilizing PCs and the web to enhance the adequacy of showing and 
adapting in all levels and in both instructive and non-instructive settings. Albeit these days the more 
established innovations, for example, radio, TV what's more, phone are given less consideration, they 
have a more extended and wealthier foundation as instructive devices. Consequently, the 
incorporation of new ICT apparatuses, for example, portable PC, intuitive whiteboard, LCD projector, 
Internet and social systems in instruction is still in its outset in examination with the utilization of more 
established advances, for example, radio and TV (Salehi&Salehi, 2011). This is because of the restricted 
framework of ICTs and the high expenses of access to web in creating nations (Carlson &Firpo, 2001).

One of the famous instruments which is ordinarily adjusted in the instructing of perusing and 
composing is the utilization of websites. Blogging offers a true computerized medium for 
correspondence. It is multi-dimensional in that it doesn't simply offer a "compartment" for composing 
however has the likelihood of different crowds and access focuses. In an examination led on the 
viability of utilizing the 'web composing' approach in showing composition, Kelly & Safford (2009) drew 
upon information from an exploration venture embraced in 2 years from 6 classrooms amid the 2006 
World Cup, to examine how kids utilized complex sentence structures as a part of their written work on 
a football web-log. They investigate how the conversion of a makeshift, prevalent, worldwide occasion 
and an online gathering for correspondence made a minute of phonetic strengthening where students 
started to utilize abnormal state types of dialect. This examination shows positive discoveries as far as 
the understudies' keen on displaying thoughts and reacting to their comrades' thoughts by remarking 
on the site. Online web journals permit understudies to get criticism from more than one individual, 
and this sort of peer input may be more powerful than customary self-altering (Holder, 2006). It gives 
the suggestion towards the positive intelligence for the showing and learning of sentence syntax, by 
utilizing web journals as a part of the instructing of composing.

Other than the utilization of sites in the educating of perusing and composing, in 'Writing With 
Video', Strassman& O' Connell (2007) investigated the benefits of utilizing innovation to spur 
understudies to apply learning in any content zone to a written work undertaking. Composing With 
Video (AWV) empowers understudies to begin writing in a medium they know and affection – feature. It 
is like written work content for a silent picture book. The features, similar to the photos in a silent book, 
serve as the trigger for a sorted out content. Discovering their voices as authors is to a lesser degree a 

LIMITATIONS OF ICT IN EDUCATION
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test for understudies in light of the fact that they are alright with messages and visual pictures 
cooperating to impart importance. AWV urges understudies to formally perceive this capacity as an 
ability that has its establishes in composing. It exploits the complex feature survey and cognizance 
capacities of learners and gives them a role as essayists, distributers, and makers of substance. 
Understudies would update more and invest more energy in undertaking when they are occupied with 
a venture that has a crowd of people past their educator. Understudies' inspiration to completely 
participate in composing furthermore, overhauling content is started by their craving to correspond 
with the peruse and by their individual pride of initiation. These elements can expand understudy 
engagement with composed dialect and build the amount of composing delivered. AWV additionally 
has the included impetus of creating finished motion pictures to impart to schoolmates, companions, 
and gang. The completed item looks proficient and can be effectively presented on a site or website.

In another related study on the utilization of ICT in the instructing of perusing particularly, 
Yuksel&Tanriverdi (2009) investigated the impacts of viewing inscribed motion picture cut on 
vocabulary advancement of EFL learners. At the point when the discoveries of this study are 
deciphered, it can be contended that survey the motion picture clasp has helped the members of the 
study build up their vocabulary information, and this would encourage the perusing procedure.

There were four preferences of utilizing ICT as a part of showing perusing aptitudes as reported 
by the educators. Firstly, the utilization of ICT was said to be useful as far as pulling in understudies' 
consideration. Understudies were said to be more keen on the lesson when ICT was utilized. Also, it is 
accounted for that ICT utilization could help meet the educator's instructing goals as ICT helps the 
educating procedure. The third favorable position was that ICT could help understudies enhance their 
vocabulary and empower them to figure out the significance of the words in the writings they read. This 
could happen when understudies read a certain article on the web, when they check the online word 
reference for the significance of the words which are obscure for them. Numerous lexical things could 
likewise be learnt when they observe any films with English subtitles.Lastly, it is accounted for that 
there are worthwhile to utilize ICT regarding getting suitable perusing materials on the web.

The discoveries proposed that when ICT was coordinated to show composing, the lesson 
seemed, by all accounts, to be additionally intriguing. Understudies were accounted for to have the 
capacity to identify with what they realize all the more effortlessly. Including, ICT utilization could help 
make the learning process more significant for ESL learners. Plus, ICT is seen not as a customary 
technique, be that as it may, another innovative technique for instructing. Besides, the reconciliation of 
ICT in the educating of composing was said to energize learners' freedom and self-revelation aptitudes 
like hunting down instructive related materials on the web. This happened when understudies had 
admittance to the web. Moreover, the web empowered understudies to peruse great test papers 
online which could direct them in their written work process.

1.Aksal, F. A. (2009). Action plan on communication practices: Roles of tutors at EMU Distance 
Education Institute to overcome social barriers in constructing knowledge. The Turkish Online Journal 
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